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Microscopic neuropathology can be seen using accelerated combined diffusion-relaxation MRI
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Synopsis
Here we present MRI acquisitions that maximize the amount of information in an image by using a combination of magnetic field profiles to probe relaxation and diffusion mechanisms simultaneously,
thus resolving sub-voxel information from ex vivo brain segments of human subjects that sustained traumatic brain injury. We then propose a strategy to refine the ensuing abundance of high-dimensional
data, and to sort and recover biologically relevant information into actionable and quantitative injury biomarker images that capture subtle neuropathology.

Introduction

A fundamental obstacle for using MRI to characterize tissue heterogeneity is the averaging that occurs within a voxel. Voxel-averaged images can only provide macroscopic information with respect to the
voxel size, which is typically ~1-3 mm3. In a mammalian brain, a voxel contains multiple chemical and physical microenvironments such as neurons, glia, myelin, and cerebrospinal fluid. Many biological
processes-of-interest take place at a microscopic scale that only affects a small portion of any given voxel, which makes them undetectable using conventional voxel-averaged MRI methods.
By simultaneously encoding multiple MR ``dimensions'', such as relaxation times1 (T and T ) and diffusion2-3, multidimensional distributions of those MR parameters can provide fingerprints of various
chemical and physical microenvironments, which can be traced back to specific materials and cellular components. If combined with imaging4, multidimensional MRI has the potential to overcome the
voxel-averaging limitation by accomplishing two goals: (1) it provides unique intra-voxel distributions instead of an average over the whole voxel; this allows identification of multiple components within a
given voxel5-7, while (2) the multiplicity of dimensions inherently facilitates their disentanglement; this allows higher accuracy and precision in derived quantitative values8-11.
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A recent study12 used multidimensional MRI to investigate brain samples derived from human subjects who had sustained traumatic brain injury (TBI) and control brain donors using MRI, followed by coregistered histopathology that included amyloid precursor protein (APP) immunoreactivity to define axonal injury severity13. Abnormal T -T , mean diffusivity-T (MD-T ), and MD-T spectral signatures
that were strongly correlated with injured voxels were identified and used to generate axonal injury biomarker maps12. Here we study the effect of applying a nonlocal estimation of multispectral
magnitudes (NESMA) filter14 on three representative cases from that study (a control and two TBI cases), with the main goal of evaluating its performance on reduced datasets to limit the total acquisition
time required for reliable multidimensional MRI characterization of brain tissue. The co-registered APP histology images serve as a ``ground truth'' reference, thus providing a unique opportunity to
quantitatively evaluate to what extent the accuracy of the injury biomarkers maps is preserved under substantial data reduction.
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Methods

Corpora Callosa derived from two subjects that sustained TBI, and one control brain donors underwent post-mortem ex vivo MRI at 7 T. Multidimensional data were acquired with a total of 56 and 302
images for T -T and MD-T , respectively, and with 300 μ m isotropic spatial resolution12. To test the feasibility of data reduction using NESMA we derived reduced datasets by sub-sampling the full
datasets. The total number of T -T images was reduced from 56 to 36 (35.7% decrease), while the total number of MD-T images was reduced from 302 to 122 (59.6% decrease).
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Following MRI acquisition, slices from the same tissue were tested for APP immunoreactivity to define injury severity. A robust image co-registration method was applied to accurately match MRI-derived
parameters and histopathology, after which 12 regions of interest per subject were selected based on APP density. Abnormal multidimensional T -T , and MD-T components strongly associated with the
injury were identified using a spectral thresholding algorithm12, and were then used to generate axonal injury maps (Fig. 1).
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Results

We first investigated the spatially-resolved subvoxel T -T and MD-T spectral components to assess the effect of NESMA on the derived voxelwise spectra (Figs. 2 and 3 for control and TBI cases,
respectively). The filtered maps exhibit lower random variations, in particular at the lower ends of the spectra, with no apparent loss of spectral information.
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Figure 4 shows histological images and multidimensional MR-derived injury biomarker maps of the three representative cases, obtained using the unfiltered full dataset, the filtered full dataset, and the
filtered reduced dataset. Importantly, the data reduction did not significantly affect the resulting injury biomarker maps.
Evaluation of filtering performance was quantified by computing the structural similarity index (SSIM) values15 between the injury biomarker maps under the different experimental conditions and the coregistered APP density histological image as reference. Compared with the unfiltered and reduced data injury biomarker maps, the SSIM values of the filtered and reduced data images increased by 11.1%,
0.9%, and 14.3% for the MD-T biomarker, and increased by 8.6%, 7.7%, and 4.6% for the T -T biomarker for Subjects 1 to 3, respectively (p < 0.001 ).
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To further evaluate the performance of the NESMA filter and the subsequent data reduction, we performed radiological–pathological correlation analyses with histological APP density and all the
investigated MRI parameters under the different experimental conditions. Figure 5 summarizes the association between the investigated MR metrics and the pathological findings in normal white matter,
cortical gray matter, and injury ROIs. Marked improvement was observed after filtering the MD-T data, which led to significantly stronger correlation compared with the unfiltered data, even after
reducing the dataset by 59.6%.
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Discussion

We showed that noise reduction in the multidimensional MRI data using an adaptive nonlocal multispectral filter improved the accuracy of the resulting injury biomarker maps, and furthermore, allowed
for data reduction of 35.7% and 59.6% from the full dataset, which led to using only 36 and 122 images in the T -T and MD-T cases, respectively. These results suggest that by learning what is "normal",
multidimensional MRI is able to detect microscopic neuropathology.
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Figures

A schematic illustration of the spectral thresholding algorithm, illustrated with a T -T dataset. (A) White matter segmented and all voxelwise distributions are averaged, yielding (B) an WM-average
spectrum. (C) and (D) An edge detection procedure in the spectral domain to identify the edge of the normal-appearing WM spectral component. Once that edge is found, the spectral ROI is defined as any
deviation from 'normal'. (E) The spectral ROI is then applied voxelwise on the dataset, which yields an image of the axonal injury spectral component.
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Maps of 2D probability density functions (i.e., 2D normalized spectra) from Subject 1 (control) of (A) unfiltered and (B) filtered subvoxel T -T values reconstructed on a 10X10 grid of subvoxel T values
(horizontal axes) and subvoxel T values (vertical axes), and maps of (C) unfiltered and (D) filtered subvoxel MD-T values reconstructed on a 10X10 grid of subvoxel MD values (horizontal axes) and
subvoxel T values (vertical axes).
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Maps of 2D probability density functions (i.e., 2D normalized spectra) from Subject 3 (TBI) of (A) unfiltered and (B) filtered subvoxel T -T values reconstructed on a 10X10 grid of subvoxel T values
(horizontal axes) and subvoxel T values (vertical axes), and maps of (C) unfiltered and (D) filtered subvoxel MD-T values reconstructed on a 10X10 grid of subvoxel MD values (horizontal axes) and
subvoxel T values (vertical axes).
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Histological images and multidimensional MR-derived injury biomarker maps under different conditions (left to right: unfiltered, filtered, and filtered & reduced data). Deconvolved histological APP images
(co-registered with the MRI) are shown on the left panel, red = APP stain. Injury maps of Subject 1 (control) show absent of significant injury under all experimental conditions. Injury maps of Subjects 2 and
3 (TBI) show substantial injury along the white-gray matter interface and at the bottom of the CC, respectively, under all experimental conditions.

APP density from 36 tissue regions (APP-positive regions from each TBI case, WM and GM regions), and its correlation with injury biomarker parameter under different experimental conditions. Individual
data points represent the mean ROI value from each post-mortem tissue sample. The different injury biomarkers all show strong and significant correlation with APP density. Note that not only the
correlations were preserved, but furthermore, they were considerably improved, even after data reduction, as a result of filtering the data.
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